Effects of chitosan molecular weight on the physical and dissolution characteristics of amorphous curcumin-chitosan nanoparticle complex.
To investigate the effects of varying molecular weight (MW) of chitosan (CHI) used in the complexation with curcumin (CUR) on the physical and dissolution characteristics of the amorphous CUR-CHI nanoparticle complex produced. Amorphous CUR-CHI nanoparticle complex (or CUR nanoplex in short) recently emerged as a promising bioavailability enhancement strategy of CUR attributed to its fast dissolution, supersaturation generation capability, and simple preparation. Existing CUR nanoplex prepared using low MW CHI, however, exhibited poor colloidal stability during storage. Herein we hypothesized that the colloidal stability could be improved by using CHI of higher MW. The effects of this approach on the nanoplex's other characteristics were simultaneously investigated. The CUR nanoplex was prepared by electrostatically driven self-assembled complexation between CUR and oppositely charged CHI of three different MWs (i.e. low, medium, and high). Besides colloidal stability, the effects of MW variation were investigated for the nanoplex's (1) other physical characteristics (i.e. size, zeta potential, CUR payload, amorphous state stability), (2) preparation efficiency (i.e. CUR utilization rate, yield), and (3) dissolutions under sink condition and supersaturation generation. CUR nanoplex prepared using CHI of high MW exhibited improved colloidal stability, larger size, superior morphology, and prolonged supersaturation generation. On the other hand, the effects of MW variation on the payload, amorphous state stability, preparation efficiency, and dissolution under sink condition were found to be insignificant. Varying MW of CHI used was an effective means to improve certain aspects of the CUR nanoplex characteristics with minimal adverse effects on the others.